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• Interactive information
gateway
• Team of experts / focal
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• Technical studies &
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What do we do?
Country information
MSP Practices database (349)
MSP Projects database (117)
Answers & practice links to
core questions on MSP (88)
Ø MSP Funding & Training
Ø Member States expert group
on MSP
Ø Workshops and conferences
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
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What can we offer you?
Ø Promote your project, event, or
news
Ø Organise a workshop with our
help
Ø Ask a question via Q&A Service
Ø Contact us via
info@msp-platform.eu
Ø Follow us on Twitter
@EU_MSP_Platform

MSP Practices

Search Practical Information
Database by:
Type of Practice
Application in MSP
Stage of MSP cycle
Type of Issue
Sectors
Sea basins
Countries
Coherence with other
processes
Keyword, title, etc.
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Role of MSP in driving sustainable Blue Growth

provides
certainty to
investments

ensures
transparency

multi-level /
multi-sector
cooperation

minimizes &
prevents
conflicts

Identifies &
embraces
synergies

Ensures
ocean space
& resources
for future
generations

What needs to be done & planned now à to lead to sustainable future ?
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Role of MSP in driving sustainable Blue Growth
MSP AS A FINAL PRODUCT

A planned,
integrated map
of current uses,
future demands,
areas reserved
for nature and
future
generations

&

CONTINUOUS PROCESS

brings people
around the same
table

MSP has a double fold role:
Funded by:

à avoid conflicts in already busy places
à set the scene for the sea as a development area and
source of national and regional competitiveness
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Technical Study:
‘’MSP for Blue Growth:
MSP as a tool to support a sustainable Blue Economy’’
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Key tasks of the technical study

II

I
visions for maritime space

(national as well as sea-basin wide)
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future

spatial demands in
key maritime sectors

III
indicators on how MSP

processes and plans cater for Blue
Growth

Study Task 1. Methodology for developing
MSP-relevant visions

Questions:
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ü What kind of ‘vision’ is the best for the given process / country in
question?
Which formats? Which type?
ü How to design an ‘optimal’ process? What is needed?
Which methods? With whom?
ü What can we learn from already existing vision processes?
What worked? What did not work?
The handbook was developed taking into consideration:
• The needs of those that use or refer to existing FLPs in their
MSP process;
• The current questions/knowledge gaps of those who plan to
develop FLPs in the future.
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Key tasks of the technical study

I
visions for maritime space

(national as well as sea-basin wide)
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II
future

spatial demands in
key maritime sectors

III

indicators on how MSP

processes and plans cater for Blue
Growth

Study Task 2.
Current and future trends of key maritime sectors

Questions:

ü Which sectors are and will be of relevance in which country ?
ü What are the specific spatial characteristics of each sector ?
Which planning criteria exist/apply today?
ü What are the future trends?
Which of them may have spatial implications – what may change?
ü Who are key actors & projects ?
Sector Fiches

•
•
•
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Shipping & Ports
Offshore oil & gas
Fishing

•
•
•
•

Offshore wind
•
Coastal and
maritime tourism
•
Marine aquaculture
Pipelines & cables

Ocean energy (tidal
and wave)
Marine aggregates
and marine mining

• future trends
• spatial
implications
• how considered in
MSP processes
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Key tasks of the technical study

I
visions for maritime space

(national as well as sea-basin wide)
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II
future

spatial demands in
key maritime sectors

III

indicators on how MSP

processes and plans cater for Blue
Growth

Study Task 3. Methodology for developing indicators

Questions:

ü What are objectives for a MSP process / MSP ?
How can they be turned into ‘SMART’ sub-targets and sub-objectives ?
ü What are the external factors & assumptions on which these are based,
which are outside the control of the MSP authority ?
ü What are good and feasible indicators to check on whether one has achieved them?
ü Which methods to measure are readily available?
Which would need additional effort? What is not possible to be measured?

VISION
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FUTURE
TRENDS

OBJECTIVES
& TARGETS

INDICATORS

& spatial
implications
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Task 1 Handbook for developing MSP relevant visions
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Study approach

Over 30 processes analysed
• Over 50 interviews
• Validation of the results at
various events
• Publication December
2017
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• Statutory vs voluntary
• Local vs national vs sea basin
• Part of the MSP vs MSP
relevant vs other processes
with potentially transferable
tools and practices

What is meant by Vision or a Forward-Looking-Process (FLP) ?

• Terms understood
and used
arbitrary

Vision

Strategy
Scenarios

Roadmap
Forecast
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Action plan

• Combinations of
formats used to
organize an FLP
vary widely

What is the purpose of a Forward-Looking-Process?
Facilitates thinking
outside of sectoral
bubbles
Helps raise
awareness of
an emerging
issue

Considers
longer time
scales
Integrates
different policy
ideas

Facilitates
dialogue on a
joint future
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Helps set
objectives
& targets

may lead to
common norms
and principles

Serves as a
‘warm-up’ for
an actual MSP
process
Helps to focus
on what needs
to be done to
reach the
desired future

Which processes are out there ?
Sectoral and overarching FLPs per each geographical scope

FLPs per each sea basin

Funded by:
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Do analysed FLPs specify implementation means ?

From

VISION
to

ACTION
Funded by:
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Sea basin/macro regional FLPs
Processes include:
• macro-regional strategies
• broad visions and
planning frameworks
• sector development forecasts
• blue growth strategies
Project driven – Policy driven

• Consider Large Marine Ecosystems (LME);
• Exploratory visions where we want to be
• Identify common goals for the shared use of the sea;
• Provide common planning principles and priorities
• Topics and mechanisms for cross-border cooperation;

• Review compatibility of national policies/strategies and
where synergies could be enhanced (i.e. energy
corridors).
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National FLPs
a) Exploratory visions where we want to be
b) Maritime strategies - norms and principles for every type of maritime planning to
adhere to
ÞBoth types contribute to horizontal and vertical inter-ministerial coordination
ÞWarm-up for the MSP with all stakeholders

Funded by:
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Local/regional FLPs
• Territorial development à
maritime strategies attracting developments and specifying the policies and actions for
development
• Issue driven à
what conflicts might arise from further growth of the sand bank ? Raise awareness of
emerging issue
• More emphasis on land-sea interaction

Funded by:
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What could be improved ? Facilitators view …
• Better use of management techniques rather than relying mainly on common sense
• More structured, planned, involvement of industry – Whom and how to involve ?
Ensure that no relevant categories are missed; e.g. those who act as a bridge between
industry and administration (research & consultants)
• Have it more quantified What are you aiming for in each moment?
Smart and quantifiable goals are needed in order not to get lost on the way
• Involve the politicians and those on whom active use and implementation depends on.
• More specificity is needed in terms of what and where the priorities and challenges are on the sea

In general – any FLP should be a closed loop and a continuous improvement
process that can track its progress by making use of indicators
Funded by:

What could be improved? Facilitators view….
Sea basin FLPs
• More interactive stakeholder engagement à Include not only planning
professionals but also other relevant actors such as business community, relevant
ministries, provinces, and society at large.
• More visualisation
• A formal mandate within the national MSP institutional process
to endorse sea-basin work would make the process more efficient
• Better follow-up – more implementation power à Starting from the broad vision
more specific and concrete actions should be generated at local scale leading
to practical results.
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Means of stakeholder engagement used in analysed FLPs
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Specifics

Stakeholder
engagement
is time
consuming

have a
robust
approach

Develop an
engagement
strategy
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have a
quality check
on who was
actually
engaged

vertical
(across
levels) &
horizontal
(across
sectors

important
data can
be missed
Hire

professional
trend
watchers and
workshop
moderators
Who did we plan to engage?

Some processes
are developed

a lot of
time
pressure

with

ensure
link btw
vision and
reality

Who did we engage ?
Who was difficult to engage ?
Was it worth it ?
Should we have different approach for some stakeholder categories ?
How to balance engaging efforts ?
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FLP Decision-making framework – the core of the handbook

‘GIVENS’
• Process initiator
• Part (or not) of the MSP
• Statutory standing
• …
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PRIMARY DECISIONS
• Forward looking formats
• Time for developing an FLP
• Temporal scope
• Financial resources
• Necessary skills – internal vs
external expertise

BUILDING BLOCKS
Steps and elements of the
process

Building Blocks & Elements of FLP
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TemporalBlock
Building
ScopeII: Analysis of Future Trends
Blue Growth Project
• Depending on necessary detail and precision time scopes vary
Celtic Seas Partnership
significantly
Examples of formats:
– Future
Trends
for
the Celtic
Seas
• Some
processes
use
nested
approach
Scenario
Focus on key variables and
relationships
Requires
further judgment
Examples
of spatial
Empirical / discussion

BlueMed: 3 / 5-10 / 10 years

Forecast

Narrative

scenarios

Stories
Scenario examples
Letters

NorthSEE: 13 / 33 years

Visual
Pictures
Maps

Postcards
Graphics/diagrams
VALMER Scenario
Development Process
Roleplay
Drawings

Analyses
historical
dataFuture
Netherlands
of the
Directly Ø
usable
decision-making
GIS vsinStructural
maps: GAUFRE
Ø Moderators drew the input on the GIS
Our Ocean Wealth: 1 / 2-8 / 8+ years Timelines
processes
Project
maps during the workgroup meeting:
VASASB
Long
Term
Perspective:
5
/
10-15
/
20
years
Quantitative/ technical skills
Scenarios
(in progress)
Videos (withDutch
or without
narrative)
Funded by:
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if spatially mapped, the scenarios or the forecasts are usually of
more use in an actual MSP process
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GAUFRE
scenario
process
BaltSeaPlan Vision
2030
Belgium
2050
Visiondevelopment
• To be
an annex to
the revised
MSP
2020-26
1. Analysed
objectives
and
Horizontalpolicy
Policies
Ø 267%
total
claim for space
Sectoral
Policies
their
spatial
• claims
Process structured into three thematic working groups:

Funding Programmes
environment - blue growth - multi-use
PROCESS
Well-being
FACTS
Bring information
two
• Stakeholders
= the mainExplored
source forand
thelandscape
future trends
two
Analysed
Ecology
2. Identified
key
values
Identified
pathways
Define ‘To
potential
existing policy • Approx.
spatially
5 workshops perEconomy
WG
between Jan-July 2017
together à
Dos’ as of
development
priorities and
relevant
• Maps for collecting the spatial
information instead
of traditional Q&A
sustainable
today to reach
pathways
their
spatial
trends
in
key
3. Developed six scenarios based on
development
the vision
through
implications
sectors
these values
vision
scenarios
• Complex structure – stakeholders
divided into three
working groups

CASE STUDIES

that should have been integrated
MEDIUM INDIRECT
• Difficult to get the stakeholders to break out of their ‘sectoral shell’, so
1. CHALLENGES
Agreed
on a vision
balancing
STRONG
the compilation
of all
principles was made to surpass the sectoral
scenarios
& the
SOLUTIONS
WEAK
approach, e.g. ‘No more private ownership at sea’
• Professional assistance would have been a plus - workshop moderators
or trend watchers.
IMPACT

DIRECT
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Availability of the Handbook
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Ø

Presentation and validation
at various events

Ø

Full handbook publication,
Dec 2017

Ø

Postcard style summary

Ø

Features on the EU MSP
Platform - immediate links
to the building blocks and
the FAQs

What are available scenario development techniques?
What time horizon spans can be used in an FLP?
What skills are necessary for developing an FLP?
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Thank you for your attention !
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